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Path to the Draft:
2017 is as unpredictable as ever
We called last year’s draft “solid” so we’ll call this year…unique, perhaps. As much as
the pundits and teams want a solid QB class, it just isn’t there. Edge rushers of all size
and scheme continue to dominate the landscape, forcing the NFL into more hybrid
defenses that best utilize their talents. Despite continuous claims by experts that the era
of the running back is dead there may be more backs drafted in the first round than
quarterbacks. This year’s class is very reminiscent of the 2013 draft, which we dubbed
“The Championship Builder.” It’s not as strong a class overall, but similar in that there’s
a lot of depth where teams can build a solid core of their roster in rounds 2-5. There
should be lots of movement at the top of the draft as teams jostle for the few potential
superstars in this class. There’s more unknowns heading into the draft than in recent
memory, which should make for tons of intrigue on draft weekend!
QB: Mitch Trubisky seems to have separated himself from the rest of the pack
despite only one year as a starter at North Carolina, not exactly a football
powerhouse. Teams are likely attracted to his athleticism, accuracy and a 24-0
TD-INT ratio in the red zone. Notre Dame’s DeShone Kizer is a noted diva and
had a down 2016 season. Deshaun Watson led Clemson to a Cinderella season
but has accuracy issues. Texas Tech’s Partick Mahomes rounds out the big four
and is a wildcard. Some team may make the gunslinger the second QB taken
after Trubisky, or he could land somewhere on Day 2 of the draft.
RB: This is a pretty special class but several of the top prospects have big
Trubisky: Best
question marks. Many compare LSU’s Leonard Fournette to Adrian Peterson.
of the Bunch
That’s a bit of a reach, and Fournette’s style may lead to more injuries and a
shorter career than Peterson. Dalvin Cook set records as a dynamic back at Florida
State but has off-field red flags. He also had poor measurements at the combine, but
we’re not deterred. Cook’s play on the field speaks for itself. And of course, there’s the
poster child for the troubled player, Oklahoma’s Joe Mixon. Best known for the video of
Mixon assaulting a female, he’s done his best during the draft process to convince
teams he’s a changed man. There are some intriguing players deep in this draft, most
notably Toledo’s Kareem Hunt and South Florida’s Marlon Mack.
DE/Edge: One of the deepest groups in the 2017 class, Texas A&M’s Myles
Garrett leads the pack and unless Cleveland decides to be Cleveland he
should be selected number one overall. Stanford’s Solomon Thomas is a
versatile type that can play DT or DE. And pass rush specialists like Missouri’s
Charles Harris and Tennessee’s Derek Barnett will be sure to follow. A mixed
bag of all types throughout this year’s class.

Harris: One of
many pass rush
specialists

CB: There’s a lot to like about this group, especially at the top. Ohio State
could see both Marshon Lattimore and Gareon Conley taken in the first round.
Florida also sports two highly rated players in Teez Tabor and Quincy Wilson.
Washington’s Sydney Jones could be a steal after tearing his Achilles in a pro
day workout.
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Cover Story:
Myles Garrett is the real deal
The last defensive Texas A&M player drafted as high as Myles Garrett is expected to go
was Von Miller, second overall, in 2011. That turned out nicely for the team that drafted
him as the Denver Broncos won Super Bowl 50 and Miller became the third-fastest
player in NFL history to reach 50 career sacks.
Garrett has an impressive on-field body of work – 32.5 sacks, 48.5 tackles for loss and
7 forced fumbles – in three seasons at Texas A&M. He followed that by confirming his
athletic prowess at the combine, running a 4.64 40-yard dash and benching 225 pounds
33 times, second best of all defensive linemen. His vertical jump topped that of former
#1 overall pick, DE Jadeveon Clowney, and he clocked in as the fastest lineman
weighing more than 270 lbs.

The Browns, meanwhile, continue to toil in failure and despair. A one-win season in
2016 “earned” them the top pick in the draft this year. Their history with failed first round
quarterbacks is well documented. Since their rebirth in 1999, the Browns have drafted
four first round QB’s: Tim Couch (1999), Brady Quinn (2007), Brandon Weeden (2012)
and Johnny Manziel (2014). Since making Couch number one overall in ’99, the Browns
have started 26 different quarterbacks. Yet here they are, positioned yet again to start
all over, potentially with a new “franchise” QB. Conventional wisdom says Myles Garrett
is the only choice. The Browns might have other plans.
Leading up to the draft, rumors are swirling that the team is split on how to use that first
pick. Head Coach Hue Jackson is adamant about taking Garrett but some in the front
office just can’t help themselves, needing to get that 27th starter in Pantone 2028 C
(Cleveland Orange for you non-artists) as early as the first pick in the 2017 draft.
The Choice is easy. Being the Browns is hard. Do the right thing, Cleveland.
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Bring me a sleeper
Jeremy McNichols, RB, Boise State: On the small side and has fumbling issues,
but very productive and can do it all at the position. 3,046 rushing yards, 43
receptions and 53 total TD’s last two seasons a testament to his productivity.
Joe Williams, RB, Utah: Long collegiate journey saw Williams retire in 2016 only
to return and rush for 1,420 yards and 10 TD’s in 9 games. Finished with 222
yards vs. Indiana in bowl game. Question marks about dedication remain.
Joe
Williams

Chad Williams, WR, Grambling State: Small school stud had a great week at the
Senior Bowl, proving he belongs with the big boys. Capped off career with 90
receptions for 1,337 yards and 11 TD’s.

Josh Reynolds, WR, Texas A&M: Aggies top wideout is an immediate red zone
threat at 6’3”, 195 lbs. Could develop into a quality #2 WR with good hands,
physical play and ability to fight for the ball.
Bryan Cox Jr., DE, Florida: Son of NFL standout Bryan Cox. Might be best
suited as an edge specialist. Plays with the same high motor his father had.
Ryan Glasgow, DT, Michigan: Old school mentality, Glasgow knows his role
and will clean up the mess in the middle allowing others around him to shine. Not
the greatest athlete but plays within his limitations.

Nickerson

Hardy Nickerson, LB, Illinois: Another son of prized NFL defender (Hardy
Nickerson, obviously). A bit undersized for middle linebacker but plays fast and it’s
hard to ignore his genetics. Tremendous hustle for this four-year starter.
Ben Boulware, LB, Clemson: Unmatched motor, tremendous football IQ and the
heart and soul of the Tigers defense. Boulware simply isn’t the athlete he needs to
be to start in the NFL. Might be best served as a 3-4 ILB.
Johnson

John Johnson, S, Boston College: Versatile and a special teams standout at
worst, Johnson has the skillset to potentially develop into an Eric Weddle-type
safety.
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2017 Mock Draft
Literally the 4,127th mock done this year!
1. Cleveland Browns
Myles Garrett, DE, Texas A&M: The temptation to go QB is here is great, this is
Cleveland after all, but with another pick in round one, they go pass rush here.
2. San Francisco 49ers
Jamal Adams, S, LSU: The 49ers have a lot of holes to fill and take the best player
available here. New coach, new GM, they want to get it right here and Adams is
the right choice.
3. Chicago Bears
Marshon Lattimore, CB, Ohio State: They miss out on Adams but are still chasing
Aaron Rodgers and the Packers so improving the secondary is a priority.
4. Jacksonville Jaguars
Leonard Fournette, RB, LSU: Head Coach Doug Marrone came from a system
where running the ball wins championships. Fournette gives them that option.
5. Tennessee Titans
Malik Hooker, S, Ohio State: Ballhawking safety is not a bad idea in a division with
Andrew Luck and Blake Bortles.
6. New York Jets
Jonathan Allen, DE, Alabama: The versatile Allen is a good fit for the Jets and
could be an eventual replacement for Muhammad Wilkerson.
7. Los Angeles Chargers
Solomon Thomas, DE, Stanford: Thomas paired with Joey Bosa on the defensive
line makes a pretty formidable pair for Gus Bradley to unleash.
8. Carolina Panthers
Christian McCaffrey, RB, Stanford: Offense took a step back last year and Cam
Newton can’t do it all. Nice pairing with power back Jonathan Stewart.
9. Cincinnati Bengals
O.J. Howard, TE, Alabama: Tyler Eifert just can’t stay healthy and will be a free
agent next year. Cincinnati kills two birds with one stone providing injury insurance
at the position and negotiating leverage with Eifert moving forward.
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Mock Draft Cont.
10. Buffalo Bills
Mike Williams, WR, Clemson: Buffalo pairs twin Tigers in Sammy Watkins and
Williams, giving newly re-signed QB Tyrod Taylor plenty of weapons.
11. New Orleans Saints
Derek Barnett, DE, Tennessee: It seems like the Saints are always rebuilding their
defense. Barnett pairs with Cam Jordan to bolster the pass rush.
12. Cleveland Browns
Mitchell Trubisky, QB, North Carolina: The Browns will be tempted to trade up for
yet another first round QB. They’d be smart to stay put and let him fall to them.
13. Arizona Cardinals
Hassan Reddick, LB, Temple: The Cardinals lost both DE Calais Campbell and LB
Kevin Minter. Reddick helps replace both as a versatile LB with pass rush ability.
14. Philadelphia Eagles
Marlon Humphrey, CB, Alabama: Big, physical corner not afraid to tackle is never a
bad thing in the NFC East.
15. Indianapolis Colts
Takkarist McKinley, Edge, UCLA: The Colts have needs all over the place, and
start with the pass rush, adding a dynamic edge player.
16. Baltimore Ravens
Reuben Foster, LB, Alabama: Don’t look now but Baltimore may have just drafted
the next Ray Lewis. Violent, instinctive and fast, Foster lands in the perfect spot.
17. Washington Redskins
Jabril Peppers, S, Michigan: Washington needs a defensive playmaker in the NFC
East. Peppers fits the bill and adds value as a dangerous return man.
18. Tennessee Titans
John Ross, WR, Washington: Tennessee figured out the running back situation
last season, now they give Mariota the most dangerous deep threat in the class.
19. Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Dalvin Cook, RB, Florida State: The Bucs offense is on the verge of being
something great. Cook adds a missing element to take it to the next level.
20. Denver Broncos
Ryan Ramczyk, T, Wisconsin: The OL is priority one as team allowed more than
40 sacks and finished 27th in rushing yards per game last year.
21. Detroit Lions
Charles Harris, DE, Missouri: One way to beat Green Bay is knock down Aaron
Rodgers. Harris is a powerful edge rusher that boosts the Lions pass rush.
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Mock Draft Cont.
22. Miami Dolphins
Forrest Lamp, G, Western Kentucky: The Dolphins OL is a mess and they traded
Brandon Albert in the offseason. They grab the highest rated interior lineman here.
23. New York Giants
David Njoku, TE, Miami: Njoku is a work in progress but adds another dimension
to an already dangerous passing game that now includes WR Brandon Marshall.
24. Oakland Raiders
Malik McDowell, DT, Michigan State: Raiders have a severe lack of depth on the
defensive line and McDowell is a nice addition to an already youthful defense.
25. Houston Texans
Patrick Mahomes, QB, Texas Tech: The Texans desperately need to get their QB
situation figured out. They stay local in yet another attempt to do so.
26. Seattle Seahawks
Kevin King, CB, Washington: Richard Sherman is wearing out his welcome. King is
similar in physical play and stature at 6’3” and is a potential replacement.
27. Kansas City Chiefs
Zach Cunningham, LB, Vanderbilt: A great infusion of youth into an aging yet still
talented linebacker corps.
28. Dallas Cowboys
Sidney Jones, CB, Washington: This pick will take a little patience, but it could pay
off as early as this year if Jones’ predictions are correct. A tremendous steal at 28.
29. Green Bay Packers
Tre’Davious White, CB, LSU: Injuries to the secondary plagued the Packers all
season long.
30. Pittsburgh Steelers
T.J. Watt, Edge/LB, Wisconsin: Pittsburgh replenishes the LB well early and often,
and this year is no different. Watt is a great fit for Pittsburgh’s 3-4 defense.
31. Atlanta Falcons
Budda Baker, S, Washington: Atlanta invested in a strong safety last year in Keanu
Neal. After getting torched by Tom Brady for 466 yards in the Super Bowl, more
work is needed. Baker is the perfect complement to Neal.
32. New Orleans Saints
Evan Engram, TE, Mississippi: They’ve lost some offensive firepower the last few
years, Engram helps ease the loss of Brandin Cooks.
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THE
RATINGS
Quarterback: An underwhelming group this year with plenty of question marks.
Who We Love: Patrick Mahomes, Texas Tech

Fun player to watch, slings it all over the field, often with reckless abandon.
1. Mitchell Trubisky, North Carolina: One-year starter for the Tarheels but an
impressive season with a 30-6 INT-TD ratio and 68% completion rate. This year’s class
is a mixed bag and while Trubisky might not have the highest ceiling of the group, he’s
probably the most pro-ready.
NFL Equal: Andy Dalton, Cincinnati
2. DeShone Kizer, Notre Dame: Kizer has the highest upside of all the QB’s this year
and should be a star in the NFL once he develops. Took a step back in his second year
as a starter, even his college coach Brian Kelly said he should have stayed in college
another year. Has all the physical tools but there are some red flags about his character
NFL Equal: Ryan Tannehill, Miami
3. Deshaun Watson, Clemson: Put up gaudy numbers at Clemson while leading them
to victory of the mighty Alabama in the 2017 National Championship. There are,
however, some red flags. He played in a simple spread offense in college, lacks the
ideal size and arm strength for the NFL, and he threw 30 INT’s the last two seasons. A
good QB but his pro play likely won’t match his impressive college resume.
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4. Patrick Mahomes II, Texas Tech: Mahomes is your classic gunslinger. Texas
Tech’s vaunted spread offense gave him plenty of opportunities to show off his strong
arm, but it’s hard to know how those skills will translate to a pro offense. Teams have a
hard time passing on prospects with the type of physical tools Mahomes possesses, but
will need patience as he adjusts to the speed and complexity of the pro game. A fun
bonus, he sounds just like Kenny Powers from Eastbound & Down.
5. Josh Dobbs, Tennessee: If there’s another Dak Prescott in this class, Dobbs is it.
Aerospace Engineer major at Tennessee, Dobbs is a natural leader and has made
great strides over the past two seasons as a passer. Has all the physical tools to
become a starter in the NFL, though it likely won’t come as quick as it did for Prescott.
6. Davis Webb, California: Jared Goff’s successor had a good season as far as stats
in his only season as a starter at Cal, but lacked success in the win column. Classic
pocket passer with good arm strength and accuracy but offers absolutely nothing as far
as mobility. A developmental project with high upside.
7. Nathan Peterman, Pittsburgh: Peterman is on the opposite end of the spectrum of
Mahomes. He lacks the impressive physical tools and despite the lack of eye-popping
numbers at Pitt (he never topped 3,000 yards passing in a season), he is more polished
and pro-ready. A ready-made backup that could develop into a quality starter given the
right situation, much like Kirk Cousins did in Washington.
8. Brad Kaaya, Miami (Fla.): Tall and lean, Kaaya is an intriguing development project.
Smooth delivery and a nice deep ball, Kaaya’s issues are mechanics. Easy to rattle in
the pocket which disrupts his rhythm as a passer. Will need to hit the weight room to
bulk up to stand up to the rigors of the pro game.
9. Jerod Evans, Virginia Tech: Built like a linebacker, Evans broke most of Michael
Vick’s single-season passing records at Virginia Tech in his only season of Division I
action. Teams drafting Evans are hoping he develops in to a Cam Newton-type of
passer. The talent is there, but he could just as easy washout as a practice squad
player.
10. Chad Kelly, Mississippi: Perhaps the most enigmatic prospect in the entire draft.
Talent is in his genes as the nephew of NFL Hall-of-Famer Jim Kelly. Two good
seasons in the SEC before a torn ACL ended his 2016 campaign. Worse than the injury
red flags, Kelly has a litany of off-field issues that have scouts wondering if his
temperament is suited for the professional level.
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Running Back: Quality group that goes deep into the middle rounds. Who says
the running back is dead?
Who We Love: Dalvin Cook, Florida State

Think Devin Hester as a running back, Cook is like watching electricity in the
backfield.
1. Joe Mixon, Oklahoma: We’re basing his ranking on pure talent alone. Best
combination of speed, power and vision as a runner in this class. Off-field issues are
well documented, the most egregious being caught on camera when he punched a
woman in the face. The questions marks that come with Mixon all exist off the field.
NFL Equal: Ezekiel Elliot, Dallas
2. Dalvin Cook, Florida State: Electric back when he has the ball in his hands. Set
single-season rushing record as a sophomore with 1,691 yards rushing, and followed
that up last season by breaking his own record with 1,765 yards. Career 6.5 yards per
carry and 46 TD’s. Off-field issues could cause Cook to drop to the middle of the first
round.
NFL Equal: Jamaal Charles, Free Agent
3. Leonard Fournette, LSU: His ranking is not meant to discount the amazing college
career Fournette had at LSU, but we see some question marks. Ran out of a pro-style
offense behind a fullback, limiting his scheme versatility. Not a great receiver out of the
backfield. Big back with a bruising running style, which can take years off a player’s
career. Had the benefit of some huge holes created by LSU’s offensive line. Made the
most of those opportunities but the holes are much smaller and close quicker in the
pros. A lot of questions for such an impressive specimen.
4. Christian McCaffrey, Stanford: Son of former NFL wide receiver Ed McCaffrey.
Offers a good blend of size, speed and patience as a runner. Nearly 100 catches in his
college career, McCaffrey might not be a team’s bell cow but should be a tremendous
complementing piece of a dual-threat backfield.
5. Alvin Kamara, Tennessee: Kamara is an intriguing but somewhat risky prospect.
Started at Alabama, transferred to a junior college and eventually landed at Tennessee.
Even then it took an injury for Kamara to be the undisputed star of the backfield, so the
question remains why it took so long? Dynamic runner in space and talented receiver
with 74 receptions in two years at Tennessee. Much like McCaffrey should be a
complement piece in an NFL backfield that might struggle to be an every down player.
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6. Kareem Hunt, Toledo: Stout runner with a nice blend of size and speed, Hunt is a
relentless runner who doesn’t shy away from contact. Finished with a strong senior
season that shows off his scheme versatility with 1,475 rushing yards and 41
receptions. Should develop into a solid-not-spectacular workhorse.
7. Marlon Mack, South Florida: A team coveting Dalvin Cook misses out, they might
want to turn to Mack next. Speedy centerpiece of a South Florida team that went 11-2 in
2016, topped 1,000 yards rushing three consecutive seasons. Needs some pro
polishing, especially as a pass protector and route runner. Should begin career as 3rd
down back but could develop into a Jamaal Charles/Lesean McCoy-type starter.
8. Wayne Gallman, Clemson: Third fiddle to Deshaun Watson and Mike Williams,
Gallman has been a consistent force for the Tigers for three seasons. Physical runner
can do it all good-but-not-great. Reminiscent of current Jacksonville Jaguars back T.J.
Yeldon. Gallman could be a mid-round steal due to his unheralded status in this class.
9. Samaje Perine, Oklahoma: Joe Mixon has received all the headlines out of
Oklahoma, while Perine kept his head down and quietly became OU’s all-time leading
rusher. Put up 1,713 yards and 21 TD’s in 2014 when Mixon was suspended, and
churned out two more 1,000+ yard seasons. Pure power back offers little as a receiver,
but custom-made as part of a two-back system so many teams utilize.
10. Jamaal Williams, BYU: BYU’s all-time leading rusher (3,901 yards) had a tough
road in Provo. Coming off a fantastic sophomore season with 1,233 yards he suffered a
significant knee injury that wiped out part of 2014 and led to a redshirt season in 2015.
Returned last season and picked up where he left off with 1,375 yards. Williams is a
patient runner with great vision. Not a burner but can eat yards up the middle. Huge
medical concern but the talent is there to be an every-down back in the NFL.
Wide Receiver: Decent first-round options and a few sleepers throughout the
remaining rounds.
Who We Love: John Ross, Washington

More than just a speedster, though a 4.22 40 certainly doesn’t hurt.
1. Corey Davis, Western Michigan: There are three players in the discussion as top
wideout, but Davis offers the best overall combination of size, speed, hands and route
running. The biggest question mark is the level of competition, coming out of the MAC
conference.
NFL Equal: Jordy Nelson, Green Bay
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2. John Ross, Washington: Ross ran the fastest 40 time ever at the NFL Combine
(4.22) and his speed translates to the field. Lacks ideal size at 5’11” but his speed more
than makes up for his height. Medical concerns with torn meniscus tears and a torn ACL
as recent as 2015. Also a dynamic kick returner as Washington’s all-time leader in
yards and TD’s.
NFL Equal: Brandin Cooks, New England
3. Mike Williams, Clemson: After watching Laquon Treadwell struggle last year as a
rookie in Minnesota we’re hesitant to anoint Williams the top wideout in 2017. He’s a bit
faster but they share similarities that might equal growing pains for the Tiger standout.
Big-bodied receiver at 6’3” 225 lbs. and wins contested balls. The concern is his ability
to separate and handle double coverage as a #1 receiver in the NFL. At worst, he’s a
solid WR2 and redzone specialist, at best a dominant WR1.
4. Curtis Samuel, Ohio State: Samuel is the X-factor of this group, used as a receiver,
running back and H-back in Urban Myers’ college offense, much like he did with Percy
Harvin at Florida. Samuel exploded in 2016 with 74 receptions for 865 yards and 7 TD’s
and added another 771 rushing yards and 8 TD’s. His success will ultimately depend on
how he’s used in the pros and if he can adjust to being a full-time wideout.
5. Zay Jones, East Carolina: Son of former NFL LB Robert Jones and nephew of
former NFL and East Carolina QB Jeff Blake, Jones has good combination of size and
speed with great body control. Will win contested catches and dials in on the ball in the
redzone. Relies on savvy route running to compensate for lack of top speed.
6. JuJu Smith-Schuster, USC: Physical receiver might lack the playmaking ability to
be a true #1 receiver. Tough player and good blocker, Smith-Schuster offers intangibles
other receivers in this class lack.
7. Cooper Kupp, Eastern Washington: Top receiver in FCS history with 6,464
receiving yards and 73 TD’s in 4 seasons. Lacks top end speed and might struggle to
separate at the next level, but has the hands and route running ability to go on Day 2
and start as a WR2 or slot receiver.
8. Chad Hansen, California: Made a dramatic jump from Idaho State to a walk-on at
Cal and became Davis Webb’s top target. Playmaker with just enough speed to get over
the top on defenses, Hansen will need to polish his route tree as he develops in the
pros.
9. Isiah Ford, Virginia Tech: Lean, twitchy athlete had back-to-back 1,000+ yard
seasons and set school records for receptions (210), receiving yards (2,967) and TD’s
(24) in three seasons. Hands seem to fail him occasionally but the traits are there to
potentially develop in to a top option for an NFL team.
10. Carlos Henderson, Louisiana Tech: Little-known playmaker in the Curtis Samuel
mold, Henderson had 1,535 receiving yards and 19 TD’s in Louisiana Tech’s spread
offense. Amazing athlete and dangerous with the ball in his hands, but will need to
make a big jump to NFL competition.
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Tight End: This class may signal a full-time change to the more athletic passcatching TE in the NFL.
Who We Love: Adam Shaheen, Ashland

Throwback to a bygone era, Shaheen is straight out of the 90s.
1. O.J. Howard, Alabama: Ideal size for the position at 6’5” 250 lbs., stuck around his
senior season to improve as a receiver in Alabama’s run-first offense. Did just that,
besting his single season total with 45 receptions for 595 yards. Only 7 TD’s total, but
should be more of a red zone threat when featured in the NFL. Owned the Senior Bowl
and stock is skyrocketing as the draft process comes to an end. Should be a top 10
pick.
NFL Equal: Greg Olsen, Carolina
2. David Njoku, Miami (Fla.): You are drafting more of an athlete than a TE in Njoku,
but he’s also barely scratching the surface of his potential. Only nine starts in college
career, yet in only five starts in 2016 he put up better stats than O.J. Howard (43 rec.,
698 yds, 8 TD’s). High risk, higher reward prospect.
NFL Equal: Tyler Eifert, Cincinnati
3. Evan Engram, Mississippi: Jordan Reed-type player doesn’t offer much as a
blocker but a dangerous downfield threat. Productive senior season with 65 rec. for 926
yards and 8 TD’s.
4. Adam Shaheen, Ashland: The last of the old school TE’s? Shaheen is an intriguing
small school prospect. Carries 275 lbs. on his 6’5” frame quite well and offers surprising
speed with a 4.79 40 time. Dominated last two seasons at Ashland with 127 receptions
and 26 TD’s. Nicknamed “Baby Gronk” for good reason.
5. Jake Butt, Michigan: You’re drafting an investment here as Butt tore his ACL in the
Orange Bowl on Dec. 30. Decent blocker and provides a nice safety valve as a receiver.
Will never dominate a game but can put up consistent numbers as a starting TE.
6. Jordan Leggett, Clemson: Has all the tools you want in a TE, but with the nickname
“Lazy Leggett” teams need to know what they’re getting. Still improving as a blocker, but
will contribute immediately as a receiver. The question is if his commitment is there to
succeed at the pro level.
7. Michael Roberts, Toledo: Versatile player can line up as an in-line blocker, slot or
outside receiver. Slowly developed all four years and blossomed with 16 TD’s his senior
season. Good size at 6’4” and 260 lbs. with decent hands.
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8. Gerald Everett, South Alabama: One of many prospects in this class that look more
like a wideout than a traditional tight end. Teams missing out on Njoku or Leggett might
get a nice late-round player of similar style in Everett.
9. Bucky Hodges, Virginia Tech.: More of a wide receiver trapped in a tight end’s body
(6’5” 250 lbs.), Hodges was incredibly consistent his three years at Virginia Tech,
averaging 44 receptions, 582 yards and 7 TD’s per season. Team drafting him will need
to know how to best utilize this unique player.
10. Jeremy Sprinkle, Arkansas: Classic positional player, should make a serviceable
#2 and occasional fill-in starter. Not the athletic specimen compared to the other
prospects, but offers qualities endearing to coaches and quarterbacks.

Offensive Tackle

Offensive Guard

Ramczyk

Feeney
1. Forrest Lamp, Western Kentucky
2. Dan Feeney, Indiana
3. Dorian Johnson, Pittsburgh
4. Taylor Moton, Western Michigan
5. Dion Dawkins, Florida State
6. David Sharpe, Florida
7. Isaac Asiata, Utah
8. Nico Siragusa, San Diego State
9. Damien Mama, USC
10. Danny Isidora, Miami (Fla.)

1. Ryan Ramczyk, Wisconsin
2. Cam Robinson, Alabama
3. Garett Bolles, Utah
4. Antonio Garcia, Troy
5. Adam Bisnowaty, Pittsburgh
6. Roderick Johnson, Florida State
7. Will Holden, Vanderbilt
8. Erik Magnuson, Michigan
9. Julie’n Davenport, Bucknell
10. Zach Banner, USC

Center
1. Pat Elflein, Ohio State
2. Ethan Pocic, LSU
3. Tyler Orlosky, West Virginia
4. Jon Toth, Kentucky
5. Kyle Fuller, Baylor
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Defensive End: Impressive talent throughout the first few rounds in this year’s
class.
Who We Love: DeMarcus Walker, Florida State

FSU Coach Jimbo Fisher calls him a “football junkie” who never takes plays off.
1. Myles Garrett, Texas A&M: Disruptive pass rusher with a variety of moves to get
into the backfield. Non-stop motor with good speed. Likely the top player taken in this
year’s draft, and well-deserved with 48.5 tackles for loss and 32.5 sacks in three
seasons.
NFL Equal: Khalil Mack, Oakland
2. Solomon Thomas, Stanford: Versatile player can play edge or on the interior,
though he doesn’t offer quite the pass rush repertoire that the other top DE’s possess.
Lacks ideal height at 6’2” but makes up for it with raw strength. May be best suited as a
3-4 DE.
NFL Equal: Fletcher Cox, Philadelphia
3. Charles Harris, Missouri: Undersized but powerful enough to hold up against the
run, though he would be well-served to add more weight. His relentless motor and
combination of moves will land Harris in NFL backfields often on Sundays.
4. Derek Barnett, Tennessee: Tremendous pass rusher, broke Reggie White’s career
sack record at Tennessee with 33 sacks in three seasons. A bit of a one-trick pony as a
speed rusher that may get taken out of plays by savvy OT’s in the NFL.
5. Taco Charlton, Michigan: Charlton has steadily improved over his 15 starts at
Michigan, finishing his senior season with 10 sacks and 13.5 tackles for loss. Good size
and speed combo at 6’5” 270 lbs, if he continues to develop you could get Carlos
Dunlap-type player.
6. Tanoh Kpassagnon, Villanova: Freakish athlete at 6’7” 280 lbs, Kpassagnon is raw
but has some upside. Will struggle to get pad level low so will need to rely on strength
and technique when facing pro tackles. 21.5 tackles for loss in 2016.
7. DeMarcus Walker, Florida State: Try-hard player and team leader, Walker lacks the
size at just 6’2” and short arms, yet finds a way to make plays. 26.5 tackles last two
seasons at FSU.
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8. Daeshon Hall, Texas A&M: Myles Garrett’s running mate is a work in progress
having switched positions from LB to DE. Team could use him strictly as a pass rusher
or ask him to put on weight as an every down DE. Developmental prospect with upside.
9. Tarell Basham, Ohio: Will begin his career as third-down specialist but has the
frame to add weight to become a more well-rounded defender. 15 tackles for loss and
10.5 sacks senior season.
10. Deatrich Wise, Jr., Arkansas: Took a step back his senior season but offers an
intriguing blend of size and speed at 6’5” 275 lbs. Lacks the athleticism to become a
star but should contribute as part of a rotation.
Hybrid/Edge: Pass rushers are king in the NFL right now and this group offers
talent into the middle rounds.
Who We Love: Tyus Bowser, Houston

Great athleticism for a big man makes him one of the most versatile of the group.
1. Takkarist McKinley, UCLA: Incredibly athletic with great speed, McKinley has one
dominant season as a pass rush specialist. Might take a bit of seasoning before he hits
his stride in the pros, but should develop into the top edge rusher in this class.
NFL Equal: Brandon Graham, Philadelphia
2. Tim Williams, Alabama: If you look up one-trick pony in the dictionary you’ll likely
find Williams. Plays with one mission: get to the QB. The problem is, the QB sometimes
gives the ball to other players. Speedy, violent player can get into the backfield fast, but
his aggressiveness sometimes gets the best of him.
NFL Equal: Whitney Mercilus, Houston
3. T.J. Watt, Wisconsin: Younger brother of Texans All-World DE J.J. Watt, T.J. is a
converted TE with only one year as a starter on the defensive line under his belt. Still
developing but will likely end up as a 3-4 OLB with the athleticism to occasionally drop
into coverage.
4. Carl Lawson, Alabama: Explosive off the line, Lawson made a full comeback from a
2014 torn ACL and racked up 13.5 tackles for loss and 9 sacks in 2016. Built like a tank
and likely not able to make the switch to 3-4 OLB, so he’ll need to make his money on
the edge.
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5 Derek Rivers, Youngstown State: A bit like Tim Williams as a one-trick pony pass
rusher, but excels at that single thing. Double-digit sack totals in two different seasons
(13 in 2014 and 14 in 2016) and 37.5 sacks in four-year career.
6. Tyus Bowser, Houston: Very athletic and fast yet a bit undersized at 245 lbs., can
play both edge and OLB in 3-4 or 4-3 defense. Racked up 8.5 sacks as a senior despite
missing five games due to injury.
7. Jordan Willis, Kansas State: Surprisingly stout against the run despite his 255 lbs.,
Willis can set the edge on run downs but not the pass-rush specialist you’d expect to
find with his frame.
8. Dawuane Smoot, Illinois: Try-hard, speedy player gets into the backfield often with
38.5 career tackles for loss. Will start his career as a third down specialist. If he can’t
put on weight without losing quickness, that’s likely where he’ll stay.
9. Vince Biegel, Wisconsin: Similar style to Jordan Willis as a run-defender. High
character and non-stop motor, Biegel simply lacks the size at 240 lbs. to stay at DE and
projects as an OLB in the NFL.
10. Trey Hendrickson, Florida Atlantic: Good size at 265 lbs. and good motor,
Hendrickson racked up 29 sacks in four seasons. Special teams value with two blocked
FG’s and a blocked punt in senior season.
Defensive Tackle: Very weak class. There’s Allen at the top, and talent drops
significantly from there.
Who We Love: Eddie Vanderdoes, UCLA

Has $12 burger named “The Big Eddie” in his honor in Placer County, California.
1. Jonathan Allen, Alabama: Athletic for a 290 lb. man and versatile, can play
anywhere on the line. Allen was the anchor of the ‘Bama defense in 2016. Solid against
the run and totaled 28 sacks in his career.
NFL Equal: Aaron Donald, Los Angeles Rams
2. Malik McDowell, Michigan State: Athleticism is the trend at the top of this group.
McDowell offers versatility, lining up mostly on the interior in college but not a stranger
to playing the edge. Can disappear at times and is a bit of a boom-or-bust project. All
the physical talents are there but you’ll have to keep him motivated.
NFL Equal: Calais Campbell, Jacksonville
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3. Caleb Brantley, Florida: Stout run defender at 6’2” and 310 lbs, Brantley can hold
the point of attack but won’t burst into the backfield to disrupt many plays. Big red flag
with an arrest for punching a woman in the face less than a week before the draft, which
likely knocks him clear out of the first round, maybe further.
4. Carlos Watkins, Clemson: Slow to develop player steadily improved over five-year
career at Clemson and put together a monster senior season to the tune of 10.5 sacks
and 13.5 tackles for loss. The question is, does his development start all over in the
NFL or does the leap continue?
5. Chris Wormley, Michigan: Workmanlike professional and can play both end and
tackle. Not the explosive type but a plug-and-play run-stuffer you can count on,
especially as part of a rotation that brings in fresh pass rushers in his relief.
6. Eddie Vanderdoes, UCLA: Mountain of a man (6’3”, 320 lbs.) looked like a rising
star until tearing his ACL at the beginning of the 2015 season. Didn’t look the same in
2016, but DT’s are often the slowest to return from that injury given their size. If he can
bounce back fully from the injury, Vanderdoes could be the mid-round steal of the draft.
Think run-stuffing Geno Atkins.
7. Jaleel Johnson, Iowa: Led Hawkeyes in sacks with 7.5 in 2016. First-Team All-Big
Ten selection, Johnson can play anywhere on the line and should begin his career as a
valuable part of a D-line rotation.
8. Elijah Qualls, Washington: One of many run-stuffing DT’s in this class, but Qualls is
a space eater at 315 lbs. Can get winded easily so conditioning may be an issue
moving forward.
9. Vincent Taylor, Oklahoma State: Strong player can push blockers into the
backfield, disrupting plays. Carries most of his strength in upper body, will need to
improve lower body strength in the pros.
10. Montravius Adams, Auburn: Auburn’s team MVP last season and a pass rushing
threat, which could get him over-drafted in a class of run-stuffers. Still a work in
progress but seemed to put it together senior season.
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Linebacker: Talented and deep class with quality depth at both inside and outside
positions.
Who We Love: Zach Cunningham, Vanderbilt

We adore those rangy middle linebackers in the Bobby Wagner/Zach Brown mold.
1. Zach Cunningham, Vanderbilt (ILB): Fast, aggressive player in the middle, a
tackling machine for Vandy the last two seasons with 228, 33 for a loss. Clean player
when compared to Bama’s Reuben Foster, who has medical and off-field red flags. Has
the athleticism to play inside or outside.
NFL Equal: Bobby Wagner, Seattle
2. Reuben Foster, Alabama (ILB): Violent, instinctive thumper with enough speed to
cover TE’s. Foster is the prototype modern inside linebacker, but he comes with a lot of
baggage. Has a history of concussions and suffered a torn rotator cuff. Was kicked out
of the NFL Combine for getting aggressive with the medical staff and his drug test
leading up to the draft came back “diluted” which constitutes a failed test. Big time riskreward player.
NFL Equal: Vontaze Burfict, Cincinnati
3. Hassan Reddick, Temple (OLB): Darling of the draft process. A nice story,
developing from a walk on at Temple to a likely first round selection. A less refined Zach
Cunningham, Reddick has the speed and versatility to play all LB positions all three
downs. Only weakness is vs. the run, which could come with additional bulk and
technique as a tackler.
4. Raekwon McMillan (ILB): McMillan’s instincts are the key to his game, which leave a
bit of a question mark when the speed of the game increases at the pro level. Simply
doesn’t match up as an athlete to the other top LB’s in this group, and is best suited for
a zone defense that protects him. Should develop into a serviceable-not-spectacular
middle linebacker at the next level.
5. Alex Anzalone, Florida (OLB): Rangy player is an unquestioned team leader with
off-the-charts intangibles. Injury plagued career only allowed for 10 starts. Coming off a
shoulder surgery in 2015 and broken arm in 2016. High risk-reward for the team that
ignores the medical red flags.
6. Jarrad Davis, Florida (ILB): Anzalone’s running mate is also oft-injured, missing
most of 2014 and three games in 2016. Tremendous instincts and flashes at times, but
was a “roamer” at Florida and will need to discover more discipline at the next level.
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7. Anthony Walker Jr., Northwestern (ILB): 276 tackles in three-year career, Walker
Jr. is still a bit raw. His aggressiveness sometimes gets the best of him, taking himself
out of plays, but with the right coaching we could have a star in the making.
8. Ryan Anderson, Alabama (OLB): Teams that like Jarrad Davis will also like
Anderson, as they are very similar. Can play inside or outside, though Anderson played
inside in a 3-4 system at Bama. Could also play strongside in a 4-3 system. Impressive
stats from the ILB position in 2016 with 19 tackles for loss and 9 sacks.
9. Elijah Lee, Kansas State (OLB): Late bloomer was a basketball star in high school.
Undersized for the position at 220 lbs. but has speed and football IQ to compensate.
Racked up 190 tackles and 5 INT’s last two seasons as a starter.
10. Duke Riley, LSU (OLB): Finally got the spotlight after Deion Jones was drafted last
year, made the most of it in 2016. Named team MVP and one of three team captains.
Has some shortcomings, not the best athlete and lacks ideal size, but has a great motor
and good instincts for the position. Won’t be anointed a starter in his early pro career
but will likely work his way up to it, much like he did in college.
Cornerback: As deep a class as we remember, with some significant steals
available due to medical issues.
Who We Love: Fabian Moreau, UCLA

Steady and consistent, just not the dynamic playmaker like others at the top.
1. Marshon Lattimore, Ohio State: Talent-wise, Lattimore is the clear number one
corner in this class. However, he may have the most question marks of the top
prospects as well. Has hamstring issues dating back to high school, only played in six
games in first two seasons because of them. Finally put together a full season in 2016,
but the hamstring flared up again in the offseason. If he can get past the injury question
mark, Lattimore should be in for a fine career as an instinctual shut-down corner.
NFL Equal: Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie, New York Giants
2. Sidney Jones, Washington: In a heartbreaking moment Jones tore his Achilles
tendon during his pro day workout. He hopes to return to the field this year, but even if
he doesn’t he’s expected to make a full recovery for 2018. The team that invests wisely
in Jones will get a smooth athlete with tremendous speed and instincts. Runs at the hip
with his receivers and has the athleticism to become the receiver on the play. A bit lanky
so he won’t offer much in run support.
NFL Equal: Desmond Trufant, Atlanta
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3. Gareon Conley, Ohio State: Though Lattimore might get the headlines in Columbus,
Conley chugs along steady Eddie, which is just what you want out of your cornerback.
Talented player isn’t quite the athlete Lattimore is but has the health and was a two-year
starter for the Buckeyes. Can play in any scheme and is ready as a plug-and-play
starter in the league. Sexual assault allegations just days before the draft could cause
his stock to plummet.
4. Tre’Davious White, LSU: Pure cover corner had an SEC-leading 14 pass breakups
in 2016. Only 6 career interceptions and Deion Sanders-level tackling ability prevents
White from being a prototypical corner, but the cover skills are off the charts.
5. Marlon Humphrey, Alabama: A better athlete but a similar player to current NFL and
former corner Dre Kirkpatrick. Very physical and outstanding against the run, but
susceptible to the big play. Doesn’t have the instincts to be a shut-down corner, at least
early in his career. Son of former Broncos Pro Bowl RB Bobby Humphrey.
6. Chidobe Awuzie, Colorado: Incredible versatility with ability to play outside, slot or
even safety, and a proven special teams leader. Awuzie lacks the size you want at the
position (5’11”) and elite speed, but could be a Pro Bowl-caliber defender in a zone
scheme.
7. Jalen “Teez” Tabor, Florida: Great instincts and solid cover corner, but lacks the
straight-line speed needed at the pro level and a bit of a head case. Twice suspended
from the team and a bit of a gambler on the field. The classic “high risk/reward” player of
this group. As the President would say, “Yuge ego.”
8. Adoree’ Jackson, USC: An amazing football player that masquerades as a
cornerback. Electric kick returner and gets involved on offense but his native position
remains CB, where he surrendered seven TD’s in 2016. At 5’11” his ceiling is likely a
top slot CB and Pro Bowl kick returner.
9. Fabian Moreau, UCLA: Three-year starter for the Bruins. A good athlete with ideal
size and surprising speed at 205 lbs., Moreau lacks ball skills with just three career
INT’s. Tore his pectoral muscle in post-season workouts and is a medical question mark
heading into the season. Much like Sydney Jones, Moreau makes for a good
investment.
10. Kevin King, Washington: Long and lean at 6’3” and 190 lbs., King is physical in
press coverage in the Richard Sherman mold, but will struggle with quicker receivers at
the next level. Versatile and could make the shift to safety.
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Safety: A nice class with incredible talent in the first few rounds.
Who We Love: Lorenzo Jerome

There’s “small school studs” and then there’s guys like Jerome from programs
so tiny they rarely sniff the pros. We’re rooting for him and his opportunistic play.
1. Jamal Adams, LSU: Ball skills of a corner and tackling ability of a linebacker, Adams
is the prototype safety. Not many holes in his game and an instant starter and decadelong stud at the position. Will likely serve as the QB of a defense.
NFL Equal: Earl Thomas, Seattle
2. Malik Hooker, Ohio State: Better athlete than Adams and the classic “centerfielder”
and a surprisingly good tackler for a cover safety. Only one year as a starter, you’d like
a bit more seasoning. Injury question marks with a hernia and torn labrum heading into
the draft.
NFL Equal: Devin McCourty, New England
3. Budda Baker, Washington: Rivals Hooker in athleticism but doesn’t have the size or
tackling ability. Added versatility with ability to sneak up and play corner makes him a
valuable chess piece for defensive coordinators.
4. Jabril Peppers, Michigan: The big question is where to play him in the NFL. Mostly
played LB at Michigan with a bit of RB and S mixed in, but at 6’0”, 205 lbs. a permanent
move to safety is in the cards. Dynamic playmaker with tremendous football IQ and a
flair for the dramatic, will fit in nicely in the modern NFL. Had a diluted drug test which
may give teams pause before drafting him in the first round.
5. Marcus Williams, Utah: Turnover machine last three seasons with 18 (11 INT’s, 4
forced fumbles, 3 fumble recoveries) and great instincts at the positon. Lacks physicality
and best suited for free safety.
6. Obi Melinfonwu, Connecticut: Imposing presence in the defensive backfield at 6’4”,
225 lbs. Plays a bit too safe sometimes, needs to speed up his decision-making
process. Still raw but could develop in to a George Iloka-type player with his size.
7. Justin Evans, Texas A&M: Tone-setter on defense as a big hitter but needs to clean
up tackling technique and not always go for the knockout punch. Good athleticism and
flashes playmaking ability, evidenced by his 4 INT’s in 2016. Voted defensive co-MVP
with Myles Garrett.
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8. Desmond King, Iowa: Lack of speed and fluidity necessary at the corner position will
likely signal a switch to safety at the next level. A willing tackler with great ball skills with
263 tackles and 14 INT’s in four seasons in the Big Ten.
9. Lorenzo Jerome, Saint Francis: Dominated the FCS competition and proved he
belonged with the top prospects in the Senior Bowl, forcing three turnovers. It was a
continuation of his 18 total INT’s in college. Needs to improve as a tackler and there will
be growing pains, but Jerome should be the first St. Francis player in the NFL since
Eagles offensive lineman Joe Restic in 1952.
10. Josh Jones, N.C. State: Played SS, FS, CB and LB for the Wolfpack. Has good
size and athleticism, just needs his football IQ to catch up. A developmental project with
high upside due to his versatility.

FINAL THOUGHTS

The 2017 draft class as a whole is deep but lacks that star power of past drafts.
Because of this, the top ten is widely unknown heading into Christmas in April. Even if it
were, there will likely be several trades as teams grapple with anticipating where other
teams have prospects rated. Between the multitude of schemes used at the college
level and the variety of player types, scouts and pundits alike are scratching their heads
this year. It should make for a fun weekend in Philadelphia, the host of this year’s
festivities. No matter who you like and where you have them ranked, we wish you peace
and all good heading into this NFL holiday season. May you get all you asked for on
your wish list! Unless you’re a Pittsburgh fan…then you deserve nothing but coal in your
stocking. Merry Christmas everyone!

-Travis Yates, April 2017
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